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RPAhasdeliveredmajor benefits to companies across
industries fromhealthcare to financial services. It canmultiply
the productivity of the humanworkforce, allowing companies
to bemore profitable, nimble and innovative. Adopting RPA
has allowed companies to gain significant advantage over
their competitors, but as implementationsmature and slower
competitors catch up,many are looking towards the next step.

Introduction

RPAdelivers significant benefits by automatingwell defined
tasks andoperatingwith structureddata. However, 80%of
all data is unstructured. Traditional RPAhasdifficulty
processing common formsofdata suchasnatural
language, text, images andweb content. Cognitive
automation is a subset of AI thatmore closely emulates
humanabilities. It allows automation solutions to perform
tasks andprocess unstructured data that traditional RPA
can t̓ handle.
Thismassively expands the capabilities of RPA, allowing
companies to implement automation inmore areas and see
significant productivity gains.

This paperwill use specific industry examples to further
explore the limitations of traditional RPA and how cognitive
automation can address those limitations.

THEPOWEROFCOGNITIVEAUTOMATION
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According to a recent survey, approximately 30%of human
work is spent onhighly repeatable low-level tasks.1These
tasks are optimal targets for automation andmostmature
implementations have fully or partially automated asmany
of these tasks as is feasible. Implementing these solutions
has already provided substantial gains andhasbeen lauded
by98%of IT business leaders as being essential to driving
businessbenefits.1

However, traditional RPA solutions are designed toperform
simple, repetitive tasks reliably and efficiently. Although they
can deliver significant benefits, they are unable tomanage
unstructureddata andperformmore complicated actions. In
order to continue to improve automation implementations
and seegreater gains, companiesmust begin to look
beyond lowhanging fruit and utilize newermore powerful
cognitive technologies.

|1|Wiggins, P.D. (2018, February05).Metric of theMonth:APCost Per Invoice Process. Retrieved
fromhttp://www.cfo.com/expense-management/2018/02/metric-month-accounts-payable-cost/

Oneof themost business critical processes for almost every
company is document processing.Manually analyzing
unstructureddata in the formof documents canbe costly,
time consuming and amajor bottleneck for automation.One
recent survey estimated that 25%of companies spend$10or
moreper invoice processed. 1 The ability to automate tasks
like this canhave adramatic impact on a companyʼs
efficiency and ability to innovate.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DOCUMENT PROCESSING

Traditional RPAgenerally analyzes ormanipulates structured
data. Thismeans that the data is ordered and labeled in
ways thatmake it easily readable bymachines. Examples of
this include online input forms or data generated by other
computers or automated systems. Unstructureddata
includes everythingelse, suchas text, images, PDFs, scanned
documents, natural language input orweb content. This
data is incredibly difficult for automated systems toparse
and traditional RPA solutions require that unstructureddata
be converted to structureddata by a humanuser.

The inability to use unstructured data is amajor bottleneck
inmanyRPA solutions and significantly limits the number of
tasks that they canperform. Potential inputs thatmost RPA
solutions cannot parse includepaper documents such as
invoices, customer emails andverbal language. Thismakes it
impossible for automation to be used in awide range of
front office andbackofficebusinessprocesses. In order to
overcome these issues, companiesmust look to cognitive
automation.

Unstructured vs. StructuredData

Automatingsimple tasks isonlypart
of theequation. Implementinga
solution that canmanage

unstructureddata is the futureof
successfulbusinessautomation.

Traditional RPA isnt̓ enough.

WhyRPA IsOnly the
Beginning of Automation
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1 CognitiveAutomation in
Financial Services

Optimizing efficiency, ensuring compliance, andminimizing
fraud are the core foci formany financial services
organizations. Automated solutions have significant
potential to improveperformance in all of these areas,
helping the

HowCognitiveAutomation
MakesRPASmarter
Cognitive automation is amajor step forward in the
automation journey, allowing solutions to leverageAI
technology to automate tasks that before could only be
performedbyhumanworkers.Oneof themost important
new abilities of cognitive automation is processing
unstructured data as it unlocks the ability to automate new
businessprocesses.

CognitiveAutomation encompasses any automation
technology that seeks to emulate human judgement. This can
include awide rangeof skills and capabilities such asmachine
learning, natural languageprocessing, speech synthesis,
computer vision and analytics. The key difference between
traditional RPA and cognitive automation is that cognitive
solutions canmanage significantlymore dynamic problems
and input.Much like a humanworker, cognitive tools can
adapt to newsituations, parse data in novel formats and
make rapid intelligent decisions.

Most RPA solutions rely on humanworkers to sort through
unstructured data and input it into the correct fields in the
system. By utilizing advancedAI techniques, new solutions
cannow readunstructureddocuments andprovide human
like decisionmaking,without human input. This dramatically
improves the efficiency of automation and can provide
substantial newbenefits to companies in a diverse range of
industries.

WHAT IS COGNITIVE AUTOMATION?

2 CognitiveAutomation in
Healthcare

Healthcare data is often stored in unstructured and
unstandardized formats,making it difficult tomanage the
patient experience –including, transfer data to Electronic
Medical Records (EMRs) andprocess Explanation of Benefits
(EOBs) through traditional automation formats.When a
healthcare facility wants to input years ofmedical records
into new integrated EMRsystems, they oftenmustmanually
go throughdocuments,wasting substantialmanhours and
delayinguse of newer,more efficient healthcare systems.

Cognitive automation can substantially improve these
processes, enablinghealthcareworkers to focus onpatient
care instead of data collection. Records can be
automatically parsed, allowingdata to be transferred and
organized in a fraction of the time. Improving howdata is
managed in healthcare can support a healthcare organizing
in reaching goals to improve efficiency, deliver better care, ,
and lower costs for the patients they serve.

industry lower costs and improve customer satisfaction.
However, unstructured data is very prevalent in the field,
making it difficult to automate every part of business
processes.

In order to ensure that companies are getting themost out
of their automation implementation, it is critical that financial
services companies implement cognitive solutions. These
tools allow companies to unify legacy systems, fully
automate repetitive processing and connect to awide range
of data sources to better understand the customer and
transaction. Thismakes it easier to automatically identify
fraud, increase efficiency, and improve compliance.
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3 CognitiveAutomation in
Insurance

Companies in the insurance industry are some of themost
obvious beneficiaries of cognitive automation technology.
Because companies in this industry rely on a large number
of forms and input data tomake decisions about customer
claims andmanyother core components of their business,
theymust deal with large amounts of data fromawide variety
ofnon-standardizedsources.

If a customer files an insurance claim, theywould likely need
to submit forms about the incident andworkwith a claims
representative to validate it and process the claim.Without
cognitive automation, automating reviewof this information
would be extremely challenging due to the sheer amount of
data entry need to convert unstructured data into usable
structureddata. Automated systemsmust be able to handle
unexpecteddata input in this scenario,makinghuman input
necessary in traditional systems.

Cognitive automation greatly simplifies this process. New
tools have the ability to dynamically extract unstructured
input andworkwith existing data repositories to rapidly
identify fraud. This can significantly streamline the claims
process, allowing agreater portion of it to beprocessed
without human intervention and allowing adjusters to focus
onmore complexordifficult claims. This increases the
efficiency of claimsprocessingwhile also improving fraud
detection and delivering a better experience to customers.

4 CognitiveAutomation in
SalesOrder Processing

Cognitive automation can provide awide range of benefits to
companies that process salesorders. Processing salesorders
be a costly and time consuming task, necessitating
a significant number of employees andpaperwork.Dealing
with suppliers, delivery providers and inventory can become
the sourceofmajor overheadand roomfor error.

Traditional RPA solutions canonly improve the efficiency of
this process to a certain extent, as invoicesmay takemany
forms and usually need to bemanually entered into an
automated system.

Cognitive automation solutions can nearly fully automate
the taskof salesorderprocessing, dynamically recognizing
form structure and turning unstructured data into actionable
information. Computer vision technology can readpaper or
digital sales orderswhile advancedAI can extract relevant
information, identify errors or inconsistencies and
automatically address orders as they come in. Cognitive
automation solutions candynamically respond todifferent
layouts, identify labels and convert images intomachine
readable files. This substantially reduces the need for human
intervention and improves the reliability of the system. It
also allowshumanworkers to spend their time focusingon
more complicatedproblems.

5 CognitiveAutomation in
Logistics

Major logistics companiesprocessmassive amountsof
data in order to track shipments, invoice clients and ensure
accountability across their fleet. In order tomake effective
decisions anddeliver reliable service, shippersmust keep
track of freight invoice information, shipment information
and tracking data. Each of these pieces can be kept in awide
rangeof formats. As logistics providersgrow, expanding their
reach to the globalmarket, it can become challenging to
manage all of this incoming data.

A large portion of this datawill necessarily come in
unstructured formats, necessitatinghuman interaction.
Cognitive solutions canparse data fromdisparate sources,
allowing logistics providers to gain amore holistic
understanding of their network. By automatically collecting
information fromwarehouses, in-transit shipments and
deliveries, companies can deliver a better customer
experience andmakeproactive real timedecisions that
improve their efficiency.
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Cognitive automation has the power to dramatically
improveRPA implementations across the enterprise. Its
human-like capabilities allowdynamic processingof novel
unstructureddata types such as text, natural language,
images andpaperdocuments. This allows companies in
industries ranging from logistics to financial services to
significantly reduce repetitive data entry tasks and
multiply workplace productivity.

In the rapidly evolvingworld of automation, companies
that are proactive will gain a significant competitive
advantageover those that use last year̓ s technology. In
order tonotbebeat by a faster,more-nimble competitor, it
is critical that companies utilize themost sophisticated
automation technologies available. Cognitive automation
that delivers an effectivemeans to better integrate
unstructureddata into theRPAplatform is key to reaching
a higher level of automationmaturity and driving business
goals.

Conclusion

IQ Bot fromAutomationAnywhere augments automation
platformsusing advanced cognitive technology, parsing
unstructured datawhile constantly evolving to improve
its performance. IQ Bot canbe taught by business users
without having to rely ondata scientists or AI experts. This
allows it to uncover and transformunstructureddata to
automate business processes faster andmore efficiently
while eliminatinghumanerror.

IQ Bot Delivers Streamlined Cognitive
Automation toYour Business
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AutomationAnywhere is the leader in Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), the platformonwhichmore
organizations buildworld-class IntelligentDigital
Workforces.AutomationAnywhere s̓ enterprise-grade
platformuses software bots thatwork side by sidewith
people to domuch of the repetitivework inmany
industries. It combines sophisticatedRPA, cognitive
and embedded analytic technologies.

ABOUT AUTOMATION ANYWHERE

ABOUT IRPA AI

Founded in 2013, the Institute for Robotic Process
Automation andArtificial Intelligence (IRPAAI) is an
independent professional association andknowledge
forumfor thebuyers, sellers, influencers, andanalysts
of robotic process automation, cognitive computing,
and artificial intelligence.

Over1,600organizationsuse thisAI-enabledsolution to
manageandscalebusinessprocesses faster,withnear-zero
error rates,while dramatically reducingoperational costs.
AutomationAnywhere provides automation technology to
leading financial services, insurance, healthcare, technology,
manufacturing, telecomand logistics companies globally.

For additional information,
visit www.automationanywhere.com.

Our global network and advisory services offer leading-
edgemarket intelligence, industry research, sourcing
assistance, and events, aswell as offering opportunities to
learn and networkwith stakeholders across service industry
functions.

To learnmore, please visit www.irpanetwork.com
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